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Knowledge hand in hand with production
<1940   1940    1950   1960   1970   1980




Projectile and target fragmentation
+
In-flight separation
Nuclear Reactors: n + U
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outline
• Knowledge hand in hand with production
• Why we need several facilities





• 12C studied at 5MV tandem
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Production methods
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Radioactive Beam Production
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Fragment Separator - FRS
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Separation & identification methods
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Neutron Angular distribution 8Li    9Li          11Li       
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with moderate sized detectors
Possible study more exotic nuclei
efficient down to 1 ion/s, short lived
extended detection scheme 
& better resolution
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FAIR (Facility for antiproton and ion research)
R3B
FAIR: Facility for Antiproton and Ion Research
npHn
p
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• Final state interaction
Exp. variables:
• Beam energy 30  600 MeV/A
• Target material C  Pb
• Projectile 6He  19C
Observables:
• n-momentum distribution
• Charge fragment momentum
• Invariant mass
• Angular correlations
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We can study this sytems also in beta decay 
but then we need the ISOL method
First observation of beta-delayed deuteron emission
Phys Let B235 (1990) 30
24h: 147 coincidencias  branching  2.8 10-6
6He: α-core with a 2n halo
d
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Beta decay studies: We need pure beams!
• free from isobaric contamination
• The incrediences are:
• Primary beam
• Target and ion source
– Chemistry
• Magnetic separation
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Primary Beam:  CERN PS Booster  ISOLDE
Beam: Protons 1.4 GeV
Intensity: 3 1013 p/p 
pulse: 3µs
Repetition:  0.5-1Hz
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Target – Ion-source matrix: a chemical laboratory
•Container: 20 x 2 cm cylinder of Ta 
•Material:
•Liquid La, Pb, Sn
•Metal foil/powder   Nb, Ti, 
•Oxides CaO, MgO
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Surface & plasma ionization
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Laser Ionization source
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ISOL
Isotope Separation On-Line
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IGISOL
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ISOL beam
• Low energy isotope 
separated beam
• Can be stopped in C-foil 
• Well-defined source
– Modern segmented 
Si-Detectors
• Large Solid Angle
– detect all particles
• High Segmentation
– no summing
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REX: Radioactiv Beam Experiment @ ISOLDE
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Light exotic Nuclei
 “Exact” A-body calculations possible for A≤12
 Shell-model states
 Molecular-cluster states
 We cover from drip-line to drip-line
 Break-up mechanism not fixed by kinematics
 Sequential?
 Direct?
 Crucial for bridging the 
 A=5 and A=8 gaps in  Big Bang and Stellar nuclear 
synthesis.
12C &  The triple alpha process
4He + 4He ↔ 8Be
8Be + 4He ↔ 12C + γ + 7.367 MeV
clustering



















Phys. Rev. 92:1095 (1953)
4.44 2+
γ
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9B* p + 8Be  
break-up mechanism: α-clustering? 
α
α
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Low energy reaction study @ Madrid Tandem accelerator
– how to produce the 12C* states
A+a     C*   B*+b










αWe cannot reproduce the triple alpha 
process directly, but we can study 
the states involved using two 
complementary methods;
1) In beta decay from 12B or 12N
JYFL, ISOLDE, KVI
1) Via the 3He + 10B reaction, which
allows us to gain complementary 
information on the 12C resonances
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Targets:
18.9 µg/cm2    10B 4 µg/cm2 C-backing 
22.0 µg/cm2    11B 4 µg/cm2 C-backing
3He @ 4.9 and 8.5 MeV from 5 MV Tandetron
Ω = 38% of 4π
10B(3He,p)ααα 11B(3He,d)ααα
DSSD + PAD




p + 12C* 
3He + 10B d + 12C*
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Decay Mechanism
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Eαi (MeV)
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3He+11B     d+3α
3He+11B     n+p+3α
punch-
throughs
3He+10B      p+3α
γ-decay of the T=1 level @ 15.11 MeV























γ-decay of the T=1 @ 15.11 MeV
M. Alcorta et al, NIM A605, 318-325 (2009)
O.S. Kirsebom et al,  Phys.Lett B680, 44-49 (2009) 37Olof Tengblad  
Summary
I have discussed different methods to produce and study radioactive nuclei
The different methods are complementary and lets us to study the nuclear 
system at different energies.
Our goal is to obtain more and more precise data in order to test and 
improve upon the theoretical models with the fin to be able to make better 
predictions of nuclei  and systems we cannot yet produce.
12C the bases of life and our mass reference can also be an exotic nuclei!
Thank you for your attention 
"Branching ratios in the beta decays of 
12N and  12B”
Physical Review C (Vol.80, No.4):
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